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Abstract
Modeling a curve through minimizing its energy yields an overall smooth curve. A common way to
model shape features is to perform the minimization subject to a number of interpolation constraints.
This way of modeling is attractive because the designer is not bothered with the precise representation of
the curve (e.g. control points). However, local shape speci�cation by means of interpolation constraints
is very limited. On the other hand, local deformation by repositioning control points is powerful but very
laborious, and destroys the minimal energy property. In this paper, deform operators are introduced
for 3D curve modeling that have built-in energy terms that have an intuitive e�ect. These operators
allow local shape modi�cation and do justice to the energy minimization way of modeling.

Keywords: Curve design, minimal energy, variational modeling.

1. Introduction

A curve that minimizes some suitable energy functional subject to a number of interpolation con-
straints is usually considered smooth. Modeling these minimal energy curves is a powerful way of
modeling. It allows the design of smooth curves satisfying a number of interpolation constraints, in
a very easy way. The associated energy functional typically depends on local properties of the curve
such as the tangent vector and curvature, in which case it is called the internal energy. A well known
example of such a functional is the bend energy. Because of its physical background, the bend energy
is commonly used (see [1], [9], [10], [2], [3]). Other energy functionals with a physical interpretation
have been studied as well [8]. Also, internal energy functionals can be developed that have some
desired e�ect, see for example the metrics described in [17].

There are two basic ways of interaction in the design process of a minimal energy curve. Firstly,
constraints can be imposed upon the curve. The most common constraints are point and tangent
interpolation. They can be used to sketch a rough outline of a curve. Secondly, an internal energy
functional can be chosen. With the choice of an internal energy the designer has a certain kind of
global control over the shape of the curve.

These two ways of interaction are useful, but sometimes they are not exible enough. Flexibility
can be provided by operators that deform the curve locally. In the case of control point based curves
(e.g. B�ezier curves or B-spline curves) this can easily be done by repositioning a few control points.
However, the deformed curve does in general not minimize an energy functional.

This paper introduces some design operators that do not su�er from this problem. The e�ect
of such an operator is de�ned by an energy functional that has a desired deformation e�ect. Since
this functional depends on properties from outside the curve, it is called external. The internal and
external energies Eint and Eext are combined into one functional, the total energy Etot of the curve,
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which has to be minimized:
Etot = Eint +Eext: (1)

One of the few examples of minimal energy curves with external energy are active contours in
image processing [12] [22]. They are guided towards contours in an image, under the inuence of
`image forces'. These image forces deform a curve and they are expressed by means of external energy
terms. However, they depend on image data and are not used as a tool for interactive modeling.
Another di�erence with our approach is that active contours are time-dependent. This results in an
increase of complexity and therefore in most practical implementations the active contours are discrete
curves. Another example of modeling minimal energy curves by means of external energy is given in
[6], but only spring forces are used to shape the curve. By contrast, in this paper we will present a
variety of shape operators modeled by external energy components, which are suitable for interactive
design of 3D minimal energy curves.

We have tested the concepts in a prototype system for modeling B-spline curves. However, the
idea is also applicable to B�ezier curves or virtually any other class of curves. In order to improve
the speed of the computation the energy functionals are composed of quadratic expressions. This
results in a minimization problem with linear constraints, which is solved using a standard method.
Experiments show that these design operators are useful tools for interactive modeling.

In the following three sections we will discuss various means to model minimal energy curves.
Section 2 discusses the choice of internal energy. Section 3 is about modeling using constraints. Then,
in section 4, we introduce shape operators that work by adding a suitable external energy term to
the total energy functional. Section 5 discusses computational aspects. Some concluding remarks are
made in section 6.

2. Internal energy

The internal energy of a curve is the part of the total energy (1) that depends only on properties of
the curve itself. It determines the global shape of the curve. The internal energy that occurs most in
the literature is the bend energy (Ebend):

Ebend(x) =

Z
�2(t)kx0(t)k dt; (2)

with � the curvature of the curve x (see [5]).
Experience has shown that this functional yields smooth curves, so it seems an appropriate choice.

However, if the length of the curve is not restricted in any way, an absolute minimum of (2) need not
exist (see [1]): in some cases the bend energy can be decreased by introducing large loops. In order
to deal with this unwanted e�ect the length of the curve has to be restricted. A common way to do
this is to combine the bend energy with another functional, the length of a curve. As this functional
makes the curve resist stretching, it is called stretch energy (Estretch):

Estretch(x) =

Z
kx0(t)k dt: (3)

For 3D curves, torsion describes the amount of twisting (planar curves have zero torsion). Twisting
can be reduced by adding the following term Etwist to the internal energy:

Etwist(x) =

Z
�2(t)kx0(t)k dt; (4)

with � the torsion of the curve (see [5]). Minimizing this twist energy restrains the curve at every
point from coming out of a plane. The result is a curve that is as at as possible.
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Figure 1: Left: minimal energy curve with point interpolation constraints. Right: with additional tangent

constraint.

For an interactive modeling program the evaluation and minimization of the expressions (2), (3),
and (4) would be computationally too expensive. Therefore they are approximated with the following
ones:

�Estretch(x) =

Z
kx0(t)k2 dt; (5)

�Ebend(x) =

Z
kx00(t)k2 dt; (6)

�Etwist(x) =

Z
kx000(t)k2 dt: (7)

These approximations are frequently used (see for instance [8]). The advantage of these approximations
is that for e.g. B-spline curves they are quadratic functions of the control points (see section 5). This
is probably the reason for their popularity, since quadratic functions can be eÆciently minimized. A
disadvantage of the approximations (5), (6), and (7) is that they are parameterization dependent.
Generally speaking, the approximations will be worse when the absolute value of the derivative of
the curve is uctuating more. Note that for an arclength parameterized curve (kx0(t)k � 1), the
approximations would be exact.

The following three subsections de�ne operators based on the stretch, bend, and twist energy that
a�ect a part of the curve. In all the following energy terms, f(t) is a weight function, which determines
the strength of the operator along the curve.

2.1. Tightener

The tightener operator controls the tightness of a part of the curve by reducing the length of that
part. This is done by adding the following term to the energy of the curve:

Etight(x) =

Z w

v

f(t)kx0(t)k2 dt: (8)

This is similar to the approximated stretch energy, but the strength (weight function) and the part of
the curve to which the operator applies is determined by the user.

2.2. Straightener

The straightener operator reduces the bending of a part of the curve. Applying this operator is done
by adding the following term to the energy of the curve:

Estr(x) =

Z w

v

f(t)kx00(t)k2 dt: (9)
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Figure 2: Minimal energy curve with point-on-line constraints.

This is essentially a weighted approximation to the bend energy, applied to only a part of the curve.
The weight function and the a�ected curve segment is under user control, while the bend energy
applies to the whole curve.

2.3. Flattener

The attener operator attens the curve, i.e. it tries to force the curve to lie in a plane. However, it
does not prescribe which plane, in contrast to the plane attractor (see section 4.1).

An energy term that has this e�ect is:

Eflat(x) =

Z w

v

f(t)kx000(t)k2 dt: (10)

This is essentially a weighted approximation to the twist energy, applied to only a part of the curve.
Similar to the operators above, the weight function and the a�ected curve segment is under user
control, while the twist energy applies to the whole curve.

3. Constraints

Constraints can be used to sketch a rough outline of the curve. The most commonly used constraints
are point and tangent interpolation. The point interpolation constraint x(t0) = p is illustrated in
�gure 1 (left), which shows a minimal energy curve interpolating prescribed points. In order to
prevent the curve from collapsing to a single point in its strive to minimize its energy, at least two
speci�ed endpoints should be interpolated.

A tangent interpolation constraint x0(t0) = r forces the curve to attain a shape so as to have the
prescribed tangent at some point of the curve. This is illustrated in �gure 1 (right), which shows
the left curve with an additional tangent constraint. Note that the length of the curve is increased
somewhat.

In addition to the common point and tangent interpolation constraints we have designed a point-
in-plane constraint n � x(t0) = a, which forces a point x(t0) of the curve to lie in the plane n � x = a.
A point-on-line constraint is the combination of two point-in-plane constraints, illustrated in �gure 2.
The (in�nite) lines are denoted by line segments. The curve points x(ti) are free to slide along the
lines so as to minimize the internal energy. Apart from the point-on-line constraints, there are two
point and tangent interpolation constraints at the endpoints of the curve.
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Figure 3: Plane attractor applied to the curve of �gure 2.

4. External energy operators

We have designed a number of operators to add an energy term to the external energy functional: a
plane attractor, a curve attractor, a point attractor, a director, a pro�ler, and a point repellor. These
operators generate a corresponding energy term: Eplat, Ecat, Epat, Edir, Eprof and Eprep respectively.
Again, in all the following energy terms, f(t) is a weight function, which determines the strength of
the operator along the curve.

4.1. Plane attractor

The plane attractor is an operator to pull a part of the curve towards a plane, as illustrated in �gure 3.
The �gure shows the result of a plane attractor applied to the curve of �gure 2, in two orientations.
The part of the curve to which the attractor applies is indicated by the circles, and the (in�nite) plane
is represented by the square in grey.

Let the plane be given by the equation n �x = a, where n is a unit vector normal to the plane, and
a is a constant. For any point x(t0) of the curve, the quantity (n � x(t0)� a)2 is the squared distance
between that point on the curve and the plane. Therefore, minimizing the energy term:

Eplat(x) =

Z w

v

f(t)(n � x(t) � a)2 dt (11)

tries to pull the curve segment towards the plane. The minimal value of this expression is achieved
when the curve segment between parameters v and w lies in the plane. However, other energy terms
will often prevent this. For example, if the plane attractor will bend the curve, then the bend energy
will increase. The bend energy component in the total energy of the curve will then compete with the
energy of the plane attractor to obtain a minimum, and will often restrain the curve segment from
lying completely in the plane.

4.2. Curve attractor

The curve attractor is a design operator that pulls the design curve towards another curve. We restrict
ourselves to polynomial attractor curves (for instance line segments). This is illustrated in �gure 4.
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Figure 4: Minimal energy curve with a curve attractor applied.

The grey line is the attractor which is applied to the curve segment between the two circles.
Let ` be the attractor curve. The part of the curve x in the interval [v; w] can be attracted to `

by an energy term of the following form:

Ecat(x) =

Z w

v

f(t)kx(t)� `(t)k2 dt: (12)

Minimizing this expression amounts to minimizing the total deviation between the curve segment and
the attractor curve. As for the plane attractor, this energy term has to compete with other terms,
which may restrain the design curve from interpolating the attractor curve.

For a straight line as attractor curve, we can also model the attraction operator as the combination
of two plane attractors. Given a straight line, we can construct two perpendicular planes through
the line. The resulting attraction is an attraction to the intersection line, which has the advantage
that the attractor does not depend on a parameterization of the line and the correspondence with the
parameterization of the curve, as for the arbitrary curve attractor in (12).

4.3. Point attractor

The point attractor is a design operator that pulls the curve towards a point, as illustrated in �gure 5.
The grey dot is the point that attracts the curve; the point on the curve to which the attractor applies
is graphically represented by a circle.

The point x(t0) of the curve can be attracted to point p by an energy term of the following form:

Epat(x) = ckx(t0)� pk2; (13)

with c a constant weight. The minimal value of this expression is achieved when the curve's point
x(t0) and p coincide.

4.4. Director

The director is a design operator that tries to push the tangent along a segment of the curve in a
speci�ed direction, as illustrated in �gure 6. The small circles on the curve identify the parameter
interval [v; w] on the curve to which the operator is applied. Let r be the prescribed unit direction
vector. In any point on the curve the quantity kx0 � rk2 measures the orthogonality between the
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Figure 5: Left: curve with point attractor operator. Right: resulting minimal energy curve.

tangent vector x0 at the point and the vector r. The smaller the deviation between prescribed and
given tangent vector, the smaller the length of the cross product.

Therefore, a suitable energy term that tries to direct the tangent of the curve in the parameter
interval [v; w] into the speci�ed direction is:

Edir(x) =

Z w

v

f(t)kx0(t)� rk2 dt: (14)

Minimizing this expression amounts to minimizing the total deviation between the prescribed and
given tangent along the curve segment.
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Figure 6: The direction (2; 1;�1) imposed on the curve segment between the circles.
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Figure 7: Left: design curve and the pro�le. Right: minimal energy curve after applying the pro�ler.

4.5. Pro�ler

When modeling a three dimensional curve, a designer is usually confronted with a two dimensional
view of this curve, which is in fact a projection of the curve in a plane. A typical modeling operation
is to modify this projection of the curve. The pro�ler is a modeling operator that has this e�ect. It
attracts the projection of a portion of the curve in a given plane V towards another curve (a `pro�le')
in this plane. This is illustrated in �gure 7. The pro�le is shown in grey, the part of the curve to
which the operator applies is between the circles (which coincide with interpolation points).

The energy term Eprof corresponding to the pro�ler has the following form:

Eprof (x) =

Z w

v

f(t)kP (x)� c(t)k2dt; (15)

where P (x) is the projection of x in V , and c is a given curve in V . The parameter interval [v; w]
de�nes the portion of the curve that is a�ected by the pro�ler.

4.6. Point repellor

In principle, the weight function of the attractor operators could be made negative in order to simulate
repelling behavior. However, if the weight factor is too negative, the total energy of the curve is
dominated by the negative term, and the curve tries to minimize its energy by shooting to in�nity.
To prevent this we have designed the repellor di�erently.

The point repellor is a modeling operator that can be compared with an electrical point charge in
an electric �eld. It is a point in space that exerts a repelling force on a speci�c point of the curve.
The force is parallel to the line between the two points and its magnitude decreases when the distance
between the two points increases. (Note that for the attractors the e�ect increases with increasing
distance.) The energy term Eprep for this operator is:

Eprep(x) = c
1

kx(t0)� pk2
; (16)

where p is the repelling point, and c a constant weight factor.
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Figure 8: Left: curve with point repellor. Right: minimal energy curve after applying the repellor.

Most of the e�ect of this operator is that the point x(t0) slides along the curve to increase the
distance to p, but the shape of the curve is hardly changed. We can prevent this behavior by combining
the above energy term with the constraint that point x(t0) must remain on the line through p and
x(t0). This point repellor is illustrated in �gure 8.

Similarly, we can build a point repellor applying to a curve segment, with energy term

1R w
v
f(t)kx(t)� pk2

:

Just as we have the curve and plane attractor, we can construct a curve and plane repellor analogous
to the point repellor.

5. Solving the optimization problem

We have implemented the constraints and energy operators in a prototype system for modeling uniform
B-splines of minimal energy.

5.1. Curve representation

A uniform B-spline curve of degree d with knot sequence f0; : : : ;m + 2d � 2g and control points
fP0; : : : ; Pm+d�1g is de�ned as (see [7]):

x(t) =

m+d�1X
i=0

PiN
d
i (t); (17)

where the basis functions Nd
i are de�ned by the de Boor recursion relations:

Nd
i (t) =

t� i+ 1

d
Nd�1
i (t) +

i+ d� t

d
Nd�1
i+1 (t);

N0
i (t) =

�
1 if i� 1 � t < i;

0 otherwise.

The curve is de�ned over the domain [d�1;m+d�1]. m is the number of curve segments if all knots
in the domain are simple (do not coalesce).
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In the rest of this section, the vector that contains the components of the control points of a
B-spline curve is denoted as P :

P = [P0x : : : P(m+d�1)x P0y : : : P(m+d�1)y P0z : : : P(m+d�1)z]
T : (18)

The subscripts x, y and z stand for the x, y and z-coordinates respectively. The dimension of P will
be denoted as g (so g = 3m+3d). In our implementation we have used cubic B-spline curves (d = 3).

5.2. Constraint representation

In case of a curve in B-spline representation, a point interpolation constraint x(t0) = p takes the
following form :

m+d�1X
i=0

PiN
d
i (t0) = p:

Hence a point interpolation constraint consists of three equations CTP = q, one for the each coor-
dinate, where the C's are suitably chosen g-vectors and P is the vector de�ned in (18). Note that
these equations are linear in P , if t0 is �xed. The value of t0 is determined automatically as the value
corresponding to the point of the curve closest to p.

A tangent constraint x0(t0) = r takes the following form:

m+d�1X
i=0

Pi _N
d
i (t0) = r:

If t0 is �xed, the tangent constraint can be written in the form of three linear constraints CTP = q,
one for the each coordinate, with the C's suitably chosen g-vectors. In practice we use the tangent
constraint in combination with a point interpolation constraint, which determines the value of t0.

A point-in-plane constraint n � x(t0) = a expands into

m+d�1X
i=0

(n � Pi)N
d
i (t0) = a:

For a user-speci�ed value of t0, this equation is linear in the control points and can be written as a
single vector equation CTP = a. The point-on-line constraint is a combination of two point-in-plane
constraints. (The point interpolation is a combination of three point-in-plane constraint, but more
eÆciently represented as done above.)

5.3. Energy representation

The energy functionals can be conveniently expressed in the vector P . First it will be shown that
all functionals except for the point repellor are quadratic functions of P and then the integrals that
actually have to be computed will be reviewed.

For the internal energy we use a convex combination of the approximated stretch, bend, and twist
energy:

Eint(x) = �1 �Estretch(x) + �2 �Ebend(x) + �3 �Etwist; (19)

for some �1; �2; �3 in the interval [0; 1] and �1 + �2 + �3 = 1. Added to this are the energy terms
from the applied tighten, straighten, and atten operators.

Substitution of the B-spline representation (17) into the bend energy functional (6) gives the
following expression:

�Ebend(x) =

tm+d�1Z
td�1

kx00(t)k2 dt
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=

m+d�1X
i=0

m+d�1X
j=0

Pi � Pj

tm+d�1Z
td�1

�Nd
i (t)

�Nd
j (t) dt:

This can be written in matrix form as �Ebend(x) = PTAbendP , which is quadratic in P . The elements
of the g � g-matrix Abend contain integrals of products of B-spline basis functions.

Substitution of the B-spline representation into the plane attractor energy functional (11) gives

Eplat(x) =

wZ
v

f(t)(n � x(t) � a)2 dt

=

m+d�1X
i=0

m+d�1X
j=0

(Pi � n)(Pj � n)

wZ
v

f(t)Nd
i (t)N

d
j (t)� 2a

m+d�1X
i=0

(Pi � n)

wZ
v

Nd
i (t0) dt+ a2:

This can be written as Eplat(x) = PTAplatP+BT
platP+ cplat, with Aplat a g� g-matrix, and Bplat

a g-vector. Similarly, substitution of the B-spline representation into all the other energy functionals
except for the point repellor gives expressions that can be written in the form

E(x) = PTAP +BTP + c: (20)

The point repellor is a special case: its energy functional is not quadratic, but the reciprocal of a
quadratic function, which is easily veri�ed by comparing the energy functional of the point repellor (16)
with the energy functional (13) of the point attractor. Substitution of the B-spline representation into
Eprep gives an expression of the form

1

PTAprepP + 2BT
prepP + cprep

:

Now that we have seen that the energy functionals can be written as (reciprocals of) quadratic
functions in P , it's time to take a closer look at the matrices A and vectors B that constitute these
functions. We restrict ourselves to piecewise constant weight functions f (step functions), and the
curve ` in Ecat is polynomial. With this in mind, a careful examination of the energy functionals
learns that the computation of the matrices and vectors involves the computation of the following
primitive functions:

Nd
i (t);

Nd
i (t)N

d
j (t);Z

_Nd
i (t) _N

d
j (t) dt;Z

�Nd
i (t)

�Nd
j (t) dt;Z

Nd
i (t)N

d
j (t) dt;Z

tkNd
i (t) dt; k = 0; : : : ; degree(`) + 1;

(21)

for 0 � i; j � m + d � 1. Since the B-spline basis functions Nd
i are piecewise polynomial, these

primitive functions have to be computed for individual intervals [k; k + 1].
A basis function Nd

i is in the interval [k; k + 1] a degree d polynomial de�ned on the knots
fk� d+1; : : : ; k+ dg. We have computed these coeÆcients with Mathematica [23] for the case d = 3
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(cubic curves). They consist of large sums of terms, each of them depending on the knots. The
integrals (21) only have to be computed for 0 � i; j � 3, because of the following property of uniform
B-spline functions:

Nd
i (t) = Nd

i�k(t� kh); k 2 IN; k � i;

for some h. All these polynomials have to be computed only once. Once they are stored, the compu-
tation of the matrices A and vectors B is nothing more than substitution of the parameter values v
and w in these polynomials. See for more details [21], which describes the case for planar non-uniform
B-splines.

5.4. Calculation

In the previous subsection we have seen that all the energy functionals that we use are (reciprocals
of) quadratic functions of the control points of a curve. Therefore the total energy Etot, which is a
linear combination of these functionals, can be written as a function in P of the following form:

Etot(P) = PTAP + 2BTP + c+
X
i

1

PTAiP + 2BT
i P + ci

(22)

where the A's are g � g-matrices, the B's are g-vectors, and the c's are numbers.
We have also seen that all constraints are linear in P . So we have a minimization problem with

linear constraints of the following form:

Minimize Etot(P) (23)

subject to CP = D; (24)

where C is an h� g-matrix, and D is an h-vector, with h the number of constraints.
We solve this system in two steps. First the constraint equations (24) are used to eliminate some

variables from the minimization problem (23). This results in an unconstrained minimization problem
with an object function of the same form as (22). This unconstrained minimization problem is solved
using the conjugate gradient method, described in [13].

6. Concluding remarks

We have introduced a way of modeling minimal energy curves by means of operators that a�ect the
total energy of the curve. These operators e�ectively control groups of control points at once. The
tightener, straightener, attener, and director directly inuence the local behavior of the curve, the
other operators directly inuence the position of a part of the curve. In this way we can deform the
curve locally, while the energy minimizing principles remain satis�ed. By contrast, the internal energy
of a curve always has a global e�ect on its shape. This gives additional exibility over the standard
way of minimal energy curve modeling (with constraints and internal energy only). The e�ectiveness
for planar curves has been demonstrated in [21]. Experiments show that these operators o�er an
intuitive way of modeling.

In the current paper we have extended the set of operators. Some of the extra operators are also
applicable to planar curves, some are only sensible for 3D curves. The computational aspects of the
implementation have been described in section 5. The implemented system has no satisfactory user
interface for intuitive interaction. This nontrivial aspect is part of future work.

The same way of modeling applies to surfaces. Modeling is again commonly done by means of
constraints and by choosing the internal energy functional [16] [4] [14] [20] [11]. The use of external
energy components is again limited to spring forces [18]. We have designed a number of more exible
operators that add external energy terms [19].
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One may wonder what the actual physical meaning is of the constructed total energy of a curve.
The bend energy component Ebend has a physical justi�cation, although it is an approximation. The
external energy components are designed heuristically so as to have the desired e�ect. The composition
of the internal and external energy functionals is a rather arbitrary weighted sum of the individual
components.

The modeling by means of external energy functionals also has its limitations. When the weight
factor of an external energy functional is increased to a very high level, the corresponding part of
the curve will almost exactly meet the speci�cations of the operator. But the neighborhood of this
segment of the curve can be heavily disturbed when the energy in this portion of the curve dominates
the total energy of the curve so much that the rest is neglected. Then the neighborhood of this portion
will do anything to decrease the energy in this portion, even if this causes them to oscillate wildly.

When the user applies an external energy operator to a segment of the curve between certain
parameter values, the lengths of the curve segment corresponding to the parameter range before and
after minimization are generally not the same. This is caused by the fact that the curves are not
arclength parameterized.

To alleviate these two problems we can use hierarchical spline curves. A hierarchical spline is
the sum of a base curve and additional spline segments. The segments added to the base curve are
typically used to model local detail. Each external energy operators could add a new spline segment
to the hierarchical spline to provide the local re�nement. However, this would make the �nal curve
dependent of the order in which the operators are applied. In our current concept, the operators have
no order dependent e�ect, since they a�ect one total energy functional for the whole curve.
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